110. THE COLLECTOR’S EYE
It is the most prestigious art gathering in the world...and for good reason. The European Fine Arts Fair (TEFAF) brings together the best art, galleries and collectors for one rarified week in The Netherlands. Join us for an insider look at how the mega-billion dollar art world works.

By Lance Avery Morgan
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118. THE ART OF FLYING
Fly Me To The Moon. That song represented the lost art of flying. Here we capture the essence of traveling in yesteryear with a look back at the 70s on Braniff Airlines with a distinctly Texan point of view.
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126. ROOM AT THE INN
Dallas has always been known for its Texas hospitality. Some things never change with the glamorous hotels that made a mark on its visitors...which is why some remain so popular.
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24. contribute
It takes a village to create this magazine and our digital media platform, SocietyTexas.com. Here’s a look at some of the many talented dynamos who make it happen as we dive into the fall social season.

28. editor’s letter
Editor-in-Chief and Creative Director Lance Avery Morgan shares his optimistically sunny disposition for the spring ahead.

30. exhibit
Looking for more culture as summer unfolds? Take a look at some offerings from our state’s finest museums and cultural institutions in the country, according to our arts arbiter Rob Gardinelli.

34. curate
The Christian Dior retrospective at the Dallas Museum of Art is the hottest ticket in the country right now. Lance Avery Morgan explains why it’s so important to the state…and to the cultural world.

36. present
Ms. Modern Manners Sharon Schweitzer, JD who offers insight to your current social conundrums that can happen to anyone at any time.

38. divulge
Houston and New York-based tastemaker Lucinda Loya is designing gorgeous rooms that glow with color. Here she shares her favorite and artfully stylish must-haves with Lance Avery Morgan.

40. glow
Our beauty insider Ana Bribiesca recommends the best new make-up trends that are stunningly chic from the beach to the boardroom.

42. browse
Seeking the chicest books for the summer season? Who isn’t these days? Our bibliophile Lance Avery Morgan recommends these stylish choices.

44. admire
Tori Johnson, of TheStoriBook.com, shows how Karl Lagerfeld’s design acumen changed the world and how his legacy continues to make a difference.

46. create
America’s greatest living playwright gets real about his illustrious career with Success With Style podcast series founders Rob Gardinelli and Lance Avery Morgan.

48. list
Don’t you love a list with all the best choices available? Rank & Style’s CEO Jamie Chandlee shares the hottest must-haves for the summer ahead.

50. pursue
Want to know the coolest new thing in the state and beyond? So do we and Jake Gaines has been on the trail to hunt them down for us.

52. savor
Our editorial style setters Lesa Rossick (Austin), Cynthia Smoot (Dallas), Jennifer Roosth (Houston) and Eleanora Leeper Morrison (San Antonio) are on the scene with their favorite new finds across the state.

56. marketplace
A look at the new events, people, places, and things that have been happening been on our radar in the Texas art world and beyond…with special insight from Dr. Patricia Ruiz-Healy.

...LIKE BOB MACKIE IS
NOW APPEARING IN TEXAS
BobMackie.com/Jewelry
The very best events across Texas & beyond

84. GERMANY
Sir Mark Haukohl’s Old Masters event

85. BUDAPEST
Espacio: Menendez’s birthday event

86. TEXAS
The Bob Bullock State History Museum gala

90. TEXAS
The Texas Cultural Trust gala

92. SAN ANTONIO
The German Club 200th event

94. HOUSTON
The STAGES gala

96. SAN ANTONIO
The Bob Mackie Fine Jewelry events

98. DALLAS
The Aging Mind Foundation gala

100. AUSTIN
The Dell Children’s Medical Center gala

102. SAN ANTONIO
The DoSeum gala

104. SOUTH TEXAS
The South Texas Charity Weekend events

106. DALLAS
The American Heart Association luncheon

108. HOUSTON
The Discovery Green event

132. TEXAS
The Blanton Museum of Art gala

136. SAN ANTONIO
The McNay Museum event

140. HOUSTON
The Children’s Charity gala

ATTEND
Senior Social Editor Rob Giardinelli recommends the very best events across the state for you to support.
the meaning of mindfulness

5th Annual Aging Mind Foundation Gala Shatters Fundraising Records

By Rob Giardinelli  |  Photography by Tamytha Cameron and Rhinessa Liu

THE SETTING: The Joule Hotel in Dallas was the scene of the recent Aging Mind Foundation gala, where the city’s social elite rubbed elbows during a great evening full of friends, touching tributes and a memorable music performance...

THE STYLE: The evening began with cocktail hour where the black-tie crowd mingled and then gathered in the ballroom where guests dined on a multi-course meal created by The Joule’s culinary team during the evening’s program. Greg Cered, Yum! Brands CEO, acted as master of ceremonies and hosted the dinner.

The evening continued with a spirited live auction featuring one-of-a-kind experiences including a VIP Hollywood trip to see a taping of Will & Grace, an exclusive VIP dinner at AT&T Stadium for the 2019 NFL Season kickoff, a private hunt at Togo Island, a Palm Desert driving experience, and many more experiences that raised the bar at the spirited gathering.

The program concluded with a show-stopping musical performance by Country singer Jay Allen entertained guests. Among his songs, Allen sang “Blank Stares,” a song he recently wrote and recorded in honor of his mother, who passed away from Alzheimer’s in February. After the program, the action moved to the Joule’s rooftop terrace where guests danced the night away.

THE PURPOSE: Presented by The Joule, Headington Companies, and Forty Five Ten. Sherwood Wagner served as the honorary chair and Kathy Nelson as gala chair for the event that raised over $720,000 for the Aging Mind Foundation with this year’s gala proceeds going to the organization that is dedicated to supporting research designed to find the cause of the dementias. To date it has raised over $2 million dollars to fund high-quality brain research.